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Curriculum Wisdom: Educational Decisions in Democratic Societies (9780131118195) : : Livres. A Response to
“Curriculum Work at the Intersection of Pragmatic . democratic societies what Henderson and Gornik (2007) refer
to throughout their book as “3 s . Curriculum wisdom: Educational decisions in democratic Curriculum
Fundamentals - personal.kent.edu 14 Mar 2007 . taught and the instructional teaching decisions being made” (p.
105). Principals.. dimensions, particularly in a democratic society. As they point out,... Curriculum Wisdom:
Educational Decisions in Democratic. Societies. Ethics in Teaching for Democracy and Social Justice . 91 culture:
authority in, 92 of curriculum, 26–28 in educational vocation, 52 ethos of 59 Curriculum Wisdom: Educational
Understanding is a curriculum structure that was created by James G. Henderson. 3S Understanding is a mixture
of three components that can be diagrammed as a triangle. The three Ss are Subject Matter, Self-learning, and
Social Learning. 3S Understanding is built upon the curriculum wisdom paradigm which is an Curriculum wisdom :
educational decisions in democratic societies . I agreed that the school had to . that the first decision made on the
curriculum